
GENRE/FORM
e Nonfiction
e Informational text

TEXT STRUCTURE
e Different kind of insect on each page

spread
e Parallel kinds of information for each bug
e Compare and contrast

CONTENT
e Variety of insects
e Insect bodies and movement

THEMES AND IDEAS
e Nature
e Variety in insects and how they look and

move

LANGUAGE AND LITERARY FEATURES
e Descriptive language
e Writer directly addresses the reader

SENTENCE COMPLEXITY
e Present tense
e Variety in sentence length, with the longest

sentence having nine words

VOCABULARY
e Mostly familiar vocabulary
e Insect names

WORDS
e One- and two-syllable words, with a few

three-syllable words (grasshopper, ladybug,
firefly)

e Wide range of high-frequency words
e See the Word Analysis Charts in the Program

Guide for specific words in each category

ILLUSTRATIONS
e Photographs on all pages
e Close-up of insect on the print page
e Close match to print but meaning goes

beyond pictures

BOOK AND PRINT FEATURES
e Photographs on all pages
e Print on the left pages
e Three to six lines of print on each page
e Periods, commas, exclamation points,

question mark

• Take-Home Book,
Plants That Eat Bugs

• My Writing Book
• sentence strips
• chart on vowel o from

Lesson 19 
• word bags

• From the CD:
• Recording Form for

Plants That Eat Bugs
• fold sheet
• Parent Letter

Analysis of New Book Characteristics All About Bugs, Level F

LEVEL
H

LESSO
N

60

60 H
YOU WILL NEED

LESSON LEVEL

SYSTEM Blue
NEW BOOK All About Bugs
GENRE Nonfiction

365

Goals
e Understand and use vowels that are together in words and have one sound.

e Understand that sometimes the same vowel is in a word two times.

e Notice double vowels in words. 

e Understand that oo has two different sounds.

e Use consonant clusters and word parts to solve words.

e Use phrasing, intonation, appropriate word stress, and pausing at punctuation.

e Use multiple sources of information while reading (meaning, language structure,
and visual information).

e Compose two or three sentences.

e Use word parts to write new words.

e Understand that the nonfiction text will provide information about bugs.

e Learn some of the names of bugs and some facts about bugs.

NEW BOOK

All About Bugs, Level F

REREADING

Plants That Eat Bugs, Level H

Little Wolf’s New Home,
Level F
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e Listen to one child read Plants That Eat Bugs as you code the reading
behavior on the Recording Form, have a brief comprehension conversation,
and make a teaching point that you
think will be most helpful to the reader.
Score and analyze the Reading Record
following the lesson.

e Have the other children reread Little
Wolf ’s New Home and then Plants That
Eat Bugs.

e Prompt for word solving using letter
clusters and parts of words, if needed,
e.g., “Say the first part” or “Look for a
part you know. Do you know a word like that?”

366

Take a Reading Record

e PRINCIPLE Recognizing and
using other vowel sounds: oo
as in moon, look; oi as in oil;
oy as in boy; ou as in house;
ow as in cow; aw as in paw

• Plants That Eat Bugs, Level H
• Little Wolf’s New Home, Level F

PROMPTING GUIDE 1
Refer to Prompting Guide 1 
as needed.

Rereading Books
and Assessment

Phonics/Word
Work

“Some vowels are together in words and make one sound.”

e If this group of children did Lesson 19, then review the chart on the vowel o.

e Make a new chart that focuses on the two sounds of double o.

e Suggested language: “Sometimes vowels are together in a word and make
one sound. Another vowel that you see two times in a word is o.” Write zoo
at the top of the first column on the chart, and ask children to read it.

e “In the word zoo, the double o sounds like /oo/. I’ll write some more words
with oo as in zoo.”

e Write the words one at a time as children read them. Words are zoom, boo,
boom, room, gloom, broom, and bloom.

e Children may suggest other words and come up with a word like look. If
not, write it at the top of the second column, and have children say it. “Look
does have two o’s, but the sound is different.”

e Under look, write the words took, shook, hook, book, cook, cookie, and cooking.
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When Readers Struggle: Teaching that Works
Chapter 16: Teaching for Fluency in Processing Texts. Use this chapter to help readers use pausing,
phrasing, appropriate word stress, and intonation to reflect meaning.

Professional Development and Tutorial DVD, Blue System
View the DVD as needed.

Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency: Thinking, Talking and Writing About Reading, K–8
Chapter 26 (pp. 418, 426–433). Use this chapter to understand how the introduction and
discussion can support effective processing of nonfiction/informational texts.

Prompting Guide 1: Early Writing Strategies. 
Use the section on constructing words using word analysis to explore ways to support writers in
constructing words.

To support English language learners, you can:

e monitor for understanding of “Say the first part” or “Look for a part you know.
Do you know a word like that?”

e monitor for understanding of “You know that some words have two vowels that
are together.”

e be sure children understand all words from Phonics and Word Work. 

e have children say the names of the bugs in the book. 

e use the actions of the bugs in a conversational way during the introduction.

e be sure they understand they will learn about a different bug on each page.

e use pictures to discuss what they learned.

e support children in constructing grammatically correct sentences.

e encourage children to repeat their sentence before they begin writing 

Supporting English Language Learners

Professional Development Links

Observe to find evidence that children can:

e recognize and use vowel combinations in words.

e use multiple sources of information while reading. 

e read with phrasing, intonation, appropriate word stress, and pausing for
punctuation.

e compose two or three sentences about what they learned.

e use word parts to write new words.

e understand that the book is all about bugs.

e notice and talk about some facts about bugs.

Assessing Reading and Writing Behaviors

370
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e If time allows, you may want to begin by having each child read recent
pages from My Writing Book. Occasionally ask the child to locate a
word in a sentence read.

e Talk with the children about how plants get bugs. Discuss the way some
leaves snap shut or roll up and how some leaves are sticky. Ask the
children to write about what they learned, e.g.,

Some plants eat bugs.
They trap the bugs and then they eat them.

e Prompt for the children to use word parts they know to write new
words (e.g., the for then, they, pl as in play, an as in and).

e Have the children reread and illustrate their sentences. You may want to
write the sentences on a strip to cut up, and have the children take the
strips home to practice.

Writing About
Reading

Independent Writing

• MY WRITING BOOK

• PROMPTING GUIDE 1

Refer to Prompting Guide 1 as needed.

367
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PROMPTING GUIDE 1
Refer to Prompting Guide 1 
as needed.

PROMPTING GUIDE 1
Refer to Prompting Guide 1 
as needed.

Introducing the Text
e Introduce children to the book by talking about some bugs they are

familiar with. Suggested language: “You have a new informational book
today to read. It is called All About Bugs. You will be reading about all kinds
of bugs. Some bugs crawl. Some bugs fly. Some bugs hop.”

e Have children turn to page 2. “This is a beetle. A beetle has six legs. You are
going to read about an ant, a bee, a grasshopper, a ladybug, and a firefly.”

e Have children turn to page 12. “Look at the firefly. Have you ever seen a
firefly? What can it do? It can glow in the dark. Say glow. What two letters
come first in glow? Find glow. Run your finger under it, and say it. Fireflies
can also blink on and off as they fly.”

e “Turn to page 14. This bug is hard to see because it looks like a stick. It is
called a walking stick. Say hard. What letter would come first in hard? Find
hard. Run your finger under it, and say it.”

e “Turn back to the beginning, and read all about bugs.”

Reading the Text
e Prompt readers to notice word parts to solve new words, if needed, e.g.,

“Do you see a part that can help you? Look at this part. Think about what
makes sense.”

Discussing and Revisiting the Text
Invite children to talk about what they learned about bugs. Some key
understandings children may express are:

e There are lots of different kinds of bugs. [Extend by asking for examples
from the pages of the book.]

e Bugs have six legs. [Extend by asking for evidence from the pictures.]

e You can find bugs in many different places. [Extend by asking for examples
in pictures in the book.]

e Bugs move in different ways. [Extend by asking for evidence from the text.]

Teaching Points
e Based on your observations, use Prompting Guide 1 to select a teaching

point that will be most helpful to the readers.

e You may want to have children look at page 12 and examine the words
firefly and fireflies. Help them notice the parts of words (fire-fly). Help them
notice that when firefly becomes plural, the y changes to i and you add -es.

New Book

All About Bugs,
Level F
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PROMPTING GUIDE 1
Refer to Prompting Guide 1 
as needed.

PROMPTING GUIDE 1
Refer to Prompting Guide 1 
as needed.

Introducing the Text
e Introduce children to the book by talking about some bugs they are

familiar with. Suggested language: “You have a new informational book
today to read. It is called All About Bugs. You will be reading about all kinds
of bugs. Some bugs crawl. Some bugs fly. Some bugs hop.”

e Have children turn to page 2. “This is a beetle. A beetle has six legs. You are
going to read about an ant, a bee, a grasshopper, a ladybug, and a firefly.”

e Have children turn to page 12. “Look at the firefly. Have you ever seen a
firefly? What can it do? It can glow in the dark. Say glow. What two letters
come first in glow? Find glow. Run your finger under it, and say it. Fireflies
can also blink on and off as they fly.”

e “Turn to page 14. This bug is hard to see because it looks like a stick. It is
called a walking stick. Say hard. What letter would come first in hard? Find
hard. Run your finger under it, and say it.”

e “Turn back to the beginning, and read all about bugs.”

Reading the Text
e Prompt readers to notice word parts to solve new words, if needed, e.g.,

“Do you see a part that can help you? Look at this part. Think about what
makes sense.”

Discussing and Revisiting the Text
Invite children to talk about what they learned about bugs. Some key
understandings children may express are:

e There are lots of different kinds of bugs. [Extend by asking for examples
from the pages of the book.]

e Bugs have six legs. [Extend by asking for evidence from the pictures.]

e You can find bugs in many different places. [Extend by asking for examples
in pictures in the book.]

e Bugs move in different ways. [Extend by asking for evidence from the text.]

Teaching Points
e Based on your observations, use Prompting Guide 1 to select a teaching

point that will be most helpful to the readers.

e You may want to have children look at page 12 and examine the words
firefly and fireflies. Help them notice the parts of words (fire-fly). Help them
notice that when firefly becomes plural, the y changes to i and you add -es.

New Book

All About Bugs,
Level F
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e Give children the fold sheet called Plants That Eat Bugs.

e Have children draw a picture of a plant that eats bugs in each box.

e On the write-on lines under each box, have children explain how that
plant eats bugs.

e Give children the Take-Home Book Plants That Eat Bugs to reread in
the classroom.

e Give children the Take-Home Book Plants That Eat Bugs to read to
family members.

e Have children take the fold sheets home to share with families. 

Classroom Connection

Home/School Connection

e Have children read all the word cards in their word bags. Observe
children to decide which words they should keep.

e Have children take home words that they know or can solve easily
and quickly.

Optional Letter/
Word Work

369
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When Readers Struggle: Teaching that Works
Chapter 16: Teaching for Fluency in Processing Texts. Use this chapter to help readers use pausing,
phrasing, appropriate word stress, and intonation to reflect meaning.

Professional Development and Tutorial DVD, Blue System
View the DVD as needed.

Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency: Thinking, Talking and Writing About Reading, K–8
Chapter 26 (pp. 418, 426–433). Use this chapter to understand how the introduction and
discussion can support effective processing of nonfiction/informational texts.

Prompting Guide 1: Early Writing Strategies. 
Use the section on constructing words using word analysis to explore ways to support writers in
constructing words.

To support English language learners, you can:

e monitor for understanding of “Say the first part” or “Look for a part you know.
Do you know a word like that?”

e monitor for understanding of “You know that some words have two vowels that
are together.”

e be sure children understand all words from Phonics and Word Work. 

e have children say the names of the bugs in the book. 

e use the actions of the bugs in a conversational way during the introduction.

e be sure they understand they will learn about a different bug on each page.

e use pictures to discuss what they learned.

e support children in constructing grammatically correct sentences.

e encourage children to repeat their sentence before they begin writing 

Supporting English Language Learners

Professional Development Links

Observe to find evidence that children can:

e recognize and use vowel combinations in words.

e use multiple sources of information while reading. 

e read with phrasing, intonation, appropriate word stress, and pausing for
punctuation.

e compose two or three sentences about what they learned.

e use word parts to write new words.

e understand that the book is all about bugs.

e notice and talk about some facts about bugs.

Assessing Reading and Writing Behaviors

370
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